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Abstract 

This article explores the complex relationship between speech, silence, and gender roles in Le 

Roman de Silence, a thirteenth-century romance by Heldris de Cornuälle. The protagonist, a 

girl raised as a boy, is a complex character whose name, Silence, provides the basis for debate 

on the gendering of speech and silence in this romance. Comparatively to other scholarly 

discussions of gender in this text, focus is here placed on the significant episode in which 

Silence renames herself Malduit and leaves home to perform as a minstrel. The linguistic 

importance of names, narrative space for direct speech, and the agency of characters’ voices 

are the three guiding threads of this article, which explores the relationship between female 

silence, masculine agency in speech, and the (im)possibility of female speech.   
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Le Roman de Silence [The Romance of Silence] 

As author of Le Roman de Silence, Heldris de Cornuälle left medievalists with a true gift. This 

thirteenth-century romance in Old French, although discovered in a box of papers marked 

with the now ironic label ‘no value’ in 1911, has been the subject of much critical debate 

amongst medievalists.
1
 Originally edited by Lewis Thorpe in 1972, the text has predominantly 

been appropriated by academics interested in how this romance plays with gender. It is 

currently a unique medieval manuscript which explicitly raises the question of the social 

construction of gender. Feminist readings have, however, been varied, as this text has 

previously been termed both ‘proto-feminist’ and ‘misogynistic’.
2
 New contributions to the 

discussions surrounding this text have identified alternative themes within the romance, one 

particular strand being the importance of the protagonist’s name. ‘Silence’ is a word with 

powerful (or powerless) connotations, and the majority of academics have at least commented 

upon this issue. Erin Labbie takes Silence’s name as the starting point for a fascinating 

discussion of the performance and labelling of gender in the romance.
3
 Building upon this 

foundation, this article considers the gender implications of silence in this text, both as the 

character’s name and in regard to its wider meaning of preventing or retaining speech.  

 Peggy McCracken has argued that ‘the association of women and silence is found 

throughout medieval patristic discourse.’
4
 In the context of modern feminism, this is a case-

in-point for the banal misogyny of medieval literature. As Heldris has his patriarchal figure 

King Ebain state towards the end of the romance: ‘sens de feme gist en taisir’ [a woman’s 

sense is in silence].
5
 The theme of silence and the power of speech are important topics in this 

text, with explicitly gendered connotations. Le Roman de Silence, whose protagonist is 

socially male but anatomically female, named after the virtue for which women are most 

often praised in medieval texts, is ripe for a new exploration of the binaries male/female, 

public/private, power/powerless, and of course speech/silence in medieval romances. It is of 

course important to remember that the majority of medieval texts had male ecclesiastic 

authors, and the world reflected in their texts may have been less an accurate representation 

than the world as they desired it. Despite misogynistic diatribes featuring heavily in both the 

narrator’s asides and Heldris’ characters, including Silence herself, Le Roman de Silence blurs 

the boundaries of these supposedly opposing terms through the story of a girl raised as a boy 

in order to circumvent a rash law against female inheritance.
6
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 Before proceeding, a brief outline of the plot may be useful. Cador, the count of Cornwall, 

and his wife Eufemie, decide to raise their only child as a male, despite her anatomically 

female sex, due to King Ebain’s decree against women inheriting. The babe is christened 

Silence (Scilentius in Latin), and brought up by a nursemaid and a kindly seneschal away 

from the court. At the age of twelve, Nature and Noreture [Nurture] personified debate over 

Silence’s behaviour, but Reason persuades Silence to continue with the male guise because of 

the numerous advantages it offers. Silence then runs away with a pair of wandering minstrels, 

and takes the name Malduit (meaning badly brought-up). After four years in France, Silence 

leaves the two jongleurs and returns to Cornwall, and reclaims her place at her father’s court. 

The king then summons Silence to his court, where Queen Eufeme falls in love with her. 

After two seduction attempts fail, the queen fakes an attack and accuses Silence of trying to 

rape her. Silence is sent to the King of France, which nearly becomes a death sentence due to 

Eufeme’s trickery. Nevertheless, Silence is well received in the French court, and is knighted 

prior to returning to England to support King Ebain in putting down a revolt. Eufeme, 

unsatisfied when Silence continues to refuse her advances, persuades Ebain to send Silence on 

a quest for Merlin, which Silence completes much to her own misfortune as Merlin promptly 

reveals her secret to the court, along with the true identity of the queen’s male lover posing as 

a nun. King Ebain has the fake nun and the queen killed, and he marries his great-niece 

Silence instead, at which point Heldris the narrator concludes the tale. 

 

Silence as a Name 

Heldris devotes a significant passage to the initial naming of Silence, which is a key element 

in Cador’s plan to raise his female offspring as a man in order to guarantee succession of his 

estates. The unknown gender of the unborn babe already poses a problem to the feudal society 

represented within the romance, and the trouble of gender-neutral beings is a driving force in 

the plot, particularly when Silence is expected to perform a sexuality of which she is not 

physically capable. The protagonist’s birth highlights the importance of gender as an 

identifying feature, as the other character’s interactions with Silence are determined by their 

understanding of her place in the male/female binary. Cador decides to name his child 

‘Scilense | El non de Sainte Paciensce | Por cho que scilensce tolt ance’ [Silence, in the name 

of Saint Patience, because Silence overcomes anxiety] (ll. 2067-69).  However, he has Silence 

baptised Silentius, the Latinate form of the Old French name which takes the masculine 

gender. Cador thoughtfully proposes the alternative for if Silence’s anatomical sex is ever 

discovered, ‘Nos muerons cest –us en –a | S’avra a non Scilencia.| Se nos li tolons dont cest –

us | Nos li donrons natural us’ [We will change this –us for an –a, and she will be called 

Silentia. If we take away this –us, we will be giving the natural usage] (ll. 2077-80). While 

the Old French allows linguistic play, Latin, the language of knowledge, reveals the truth of 

Silence’s gender grammatically.
7
 This also demonstrates the insignificance, in Cador’s view, 

of the legal name that he gives his offspring, as it is adaptable to his plans and does not 

realistically portray that which it designates. 

The legal importance of Silence’s name is made clear in the framing use of the Latinate 

forms. As stated above, Cador decides on the name at Silence’s birth, the beginning of her life 

story. She is formally christened and accepted into the Church in the eyes of God under the 

masculine form of her name, which Cador and Eufemie take as a sign of divine acceptance of 

their decision to raise Silence as a man (ll. 2084-85). At the end of the romance, Silence is 

stripped and her sex is revealed to Ebain’s court, and the Latinate forms of her name are 

brought into alignment with anatomic reality. Scilensiüs becomes Scilentia and the female 

Silence takes her place as Ebain’s silent queen (ll. 6666-68). It is necessary for Silence to 

adopt a gender-specific, and in this case female, name, so that she can accede to the female-

preserved role of queen. According to Lacan, to be named is to be forcefully interpellated by 
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the Law.
8
 In both instances, Silence does not name herself, but is prescribed a name that has 

gender and subsequently legal connotations about her identity. Silence’s Latinate name 

provides important information to others about whom the name-holder is, but as the debate 

between Silence and personified Nature reveals, it does not offer strong self-identifying 

features. Nature denies Silence’s identity as Scilentius (‘tu nen es pas Scilentius!’ (l. 2530)), 

but Silence argues for her right to the name, as it is appropriate to her behaviour and 

upbringing as a male child, for which Nature is berating her. Silence cannot reject her 

masculine identity because she does not have recourse to an alternative, female identity: if she 

is not Scilentius, she is no-one (‘Donques sui jo Scilentius, | Cho m’es avis, u jo sui nus 

[Therefore I am Scilentius, in my opinion, or I am no-one/naked] (ll. 2537-38)). Silence is 

either Scilentius, or no-one, which equates to a lack of identity with the female body, as ‘nus’ 

could be alternatively translated as ‘naked’. The gap between the signifier and the signified is 

highlighted, as Silence’s naked female body is compared directly, and negatively, to the 

socially male name. Language, both Latin and Old French, ‘is both integral to and arbitrarily 

associated with identity and gender.’
9
 

Peter Allen argues that Silence is ‘more a placeholder for a name than a real proper 

noun’.
10

 Indeed, the complexity of female characters in Le Roman de Silence is linguistically 

highlighted through their names.
11

 Whilst Eufemie denotes good or pleasant speech according 

to Lorraine Kochanske Stock, Silence has an obvious implication.
12

 Indeed, Allen states that 

‘this name, empty of significance but full of meaning, is the subject of much linguistic play.’
13

 

Silence as a name represents the protagonist, but as discussed above he does not chose this 

name, it being a legal requirement placed upon her by others. There is, however, one key 

episode in which Silence renames herself, when she runs away to become a minstrel. Even 

when Silence is not the name she travels by, the audience remains aware of her identity, 

which provides much of the ironic humour of this section of the romance. 

 

The Silent Minstrel 

Academics have often commented on the paradox of a silent minstrel, although few have 

expanded beyond a cursory acknowledgment of the irony. When Silence runs off to become a 

jongleur, she ‘se fait nomer Malduit, | Car il se tient moult por mal duit, | Moult mal apris lonc 

sa nature [had herself called Malduit, because she believed she had been badly brought up, 

very badly educated in regard to her nature] (ll. 3177-79). She chooses a name ostensibly on 

the basis of disguise, but one that ultimately reveals more about her nature, especially to the 

intuitive old man at her father’s court upon returning there. This character reveals the truth of 

Silence’s chosen name, although at this stage the gender implications are not mentioned, and  

it is instead the barriers of class that have been blurred. ‘“Bien sai que vostres nons despont, | 

Car malduis cho est mal apris, | Si estes vos, qu’il n’i a pris | Ne los a vos n’a vo parage | 

D’avoir mené si fait usage.”’ [“I know well what your name means, because Malduis means 

badly taught, which is you, there are no prizes or praise to you or your parents ‘for such a 

counterfeit upbringing’] (ll. 3578-82).
14

 Malduit seems to be the exception to Allen’s 

argument that ‘most names in this poem are not revealing: they hold back information, rather 

than expose it.’
15

 This could be because Malduit is the name Silence applies to herself, and as 

such is more self-descriptive than the elusive, unsayable Silence. 

It is not only the name change that makes the Malduit episode particularly interesting; it is 

also the role that Silence adopts outside of the court boundaries. Silence is noble-born, and it 

is her noble complexion that shines through the wine and nettle juice she uses to stain her 

face, rather than a gendered trait (l. 2956, 2971). As a jongleur, Silence becomes a 

‘performing object’, which normalises the constant performance of masculinity.
16

 A minstrel 

provides a predominantly aural performance, which subverts Malduit’s old name Silence, as 

her speech is no longer suppressed but instead forms her very livelihood, which she uses to 
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great success around France.
17

 Malduit’s profession can also be seen as an ironic extra-textual 

nod by the author to the performer of the text, a link between the content and historical 

context of its production and dissemination.
18

 In fact, Silence becomes such a talented 

jongleur that her masters plot to kill her. As a speaking subject, Silence endangers herself, but 

it is also through speech that she rescues herself, as discussed in more detail below. Silence 

escapes the paradox of her name and the promises to keep silent that limited her speech as a 

noble young knight unable to discuss her feminine identity. This is one example of the 

‘absence of language and context for portraying female heroism’ that Valerie Hotchkiss 

remarks upon in medieval romance, as Silence cannot accede to heroism without enacting 

masculinity.
19

 Silence is unable to speak as a woman, and her speech is stifled with unspoken 

admonitions in court, but as a jongleur Silence uses a voice to earn fame, renown, and money. 

 Silence decides to leave home to become a minstrel on the basis of clearly articulated 

reasons; namely, so that if she is ever forced to revert to the feminine state she will have an 

appropriate skill. As she reasons to herself, ‘s’il avient que li rois muire, | Es cambres t’en 

poras deduire. | Ta harpe et ta viële avras | En liu de cho que ne savras | Orfrois ne fresials 

manoier [‘if the king should happen to die, you will be able to practice your art in a chamber; 

you will have your harp and viele to make up for the fact that you don’t know how to 

embroider a fringe or border’] (ll. 2865-69).
20

 Nature had ordered Silence to ‘va en la cambre 

a la costure’ [go to the sewing chamber, or alternatively ‘go to a chamber and learn to sew’] 

(l. 2528).
21

 As Silence does not possess the feminine skill of sewing or embroidery, she takes 

up the ambiguous poetic and musical arts, which in the private sphere are feminised, yet in 

public performance are strictly masculine. Her stint as a minstrel questions the public/private 

binary as she publically learns a vocal skill that could be reused in the female chambers. As 

Jane Tolmie puts it, Silence’s thought process is entirely rational, and raises the question of 

‘what place, if any, Silence might ever occupy in the sewing chamber or any other feminine 

space.’
22

 Silence anticipates captivity in female social spaces that can still include a voice, a 

typically masculine trait that she is unwilling to anticipate forfeiting. For Katherine Terrell, 

the paradox of the name Silence is reflective of the choices she must make between the 

potential gender identities: ‘As a boy, she must conceal her body and live without expressing 

her sexuality; as a girl, she must relinquish her voice and live without expressing her 

thoughts.’
23

 

 The position of jongleur allows Silence a voice in the courtly world while remaining 

outside of it, ‘as she continues to travel and live beyond the reach of court law.’
24

 As much as 

her voice is heard, it is important to note that it is not Silence’s own words that are being 

articulated. As a minstrel, Silence sings and plays songs or stories she has been taught, rather 

than the unlikely scenario in which she composes her own performances. Yet the audience is 

denied a clear example of any of Silence’s performances. The single performance given any 

length of detail is recounted in just four lines, and uses such generic terms that it is difficult to 

visualise, never mind hear Silence’s performance. ‘Puis sont as estrumens venu | Silences i est 

plus eslis | Que il ne soient, et joïs, | Qu’en lui ot moult bon menestrel [‘They proceeded to 

play their instruments. Silence was more sought after than they were, and enjoyed greater 

success, for he was a very fine minstrel’] (3218–21).
25

 Silence performs, but the audience is 

denied access to it, unlike the minstrels themselves whose actions on arrival at the seneschal’s 

court where they first meet Silence are narrated in detail.  

 

Li uns viiele un lai berton,  

Et li alters harpe Gueron. 

Puis font une alter atempreüre  

Et font des estrumens mesture.  

Si font ensanble un lai Mabon –  
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Celui tient on encor a bon –  

S’en ist si dolce melodie (ll. 2761-67) 

 

[‘One fiddled a Breton lai; the other harped “Gueron.” They then 

chose a different rhythm and played their instruments together. 

Together they played the “Lai Mabon” – this is still a popular 

piece. They produced such sweet melodies’].
26 

 

In contrast, Silence is shown with harp and viele, a symbol of her mastery of both instruments 

and yet, because it is physically impossible that she played both at the same time, this image 

ultimately prevents her performing and keeps her silent in the audience’s mind.
27

 The 

minstrels are given specific performances, of which the narrator’s extra-textual reference – 

‘this is still a popular piece’ – indicates the audience may have been aware. This is one of the 

reasons that arguments suggesting Heldris might have been a female author impersonating a 

man seem unsubstantiated,
28

 as although she is applauded for her mastery of the poetic and 

musical arts, from the audience’s perspective Silence remains a silent minstrel. 

 

Speech and Power 

Silence as a name is unrevealing, Malduit is revealing when it should be a disguise, and the 

performing object remains silent. Le Roman de Silence offers many different interpretations 

of silence, beyond a character’s name. Stylistic analysis has been used by Mary Ryder and 

Linda Zaerr to ‘demonstrate how the Roman de Silence incorporates deceleration, 

acceleration, generic expressions, and deaths in non-realised space to diminish perception of 

Silence’s agency.’
29

 They have proven that the reader doubts Silence’s agency to the extent 

that the radically conservative ending, of marriage and silence for Silence, does not shock the 

reader because Heldris consistently undermines Silence’s agency. Although the main 

character, Silence’s actions, decisions, and speech have only marginal influence on the plot 

and are not devoted significant narrative space – unlike the actions of other characters, both 

male and female. Though Ryder and Zaerr focus predominantly on actions, an analysis using 

similar techniques can be applied to Silence’s speech, or lack thereof, to determine her 

position within the power hierarchy of the romance. 

 In the first instance, Silence is remarkably limited when it comes to direct speech. She 

invariably replies rather than initiates conversation, and her responses are more often than not 

shorter than those of her interlocutor, except on two notable occasions which on account of 

their rarity are worth discussing. Silence confronts her masters who she has overheard plotting 

to kill her. They are jealous because her skill has surpassed theirs, and they are now silenced 

at court because the people only want to hear Silence. Silence speaks to them plainly and 

convinces the would-be-murderers to share their profits and leave her safe and sound. With 

twenty-three lines of speech, Silence disables her bloodthirsty companions and gains one 

hundred marks (ll. 3447-69). One key line, ‘Segnor, jo que vos celeroie?’ [Lords, what have I 

to hide from you?] reveals the clear speech that Silence wishes to convey (l. 3453). However, 

she also closes down her own speech, limiting herself with such phrases as ‘cho est la some’ 

[that is everything] (l. 3461). Despite saving her life, her speech does not directly constitute a 

change upon other characters, which is the benchmark for Ryder and Zaerr’s definition of 

agency. However, it is the first instance in which Silence uses the imperative voice. Silence is 

obeyed rather than obeying orders from other characters, both male and female, who 

throughout the romance exert their power over her, which is made explicit linguistically.  

 Silence makes promises to her father, obeys the King’s orders and refuses the Queen’s 

advances, the only character to whom Silence says no. Eufeme claims that ‘her royalty grants 

her the “right of possession” by which she can “command” Silence to “take [her] matchless 
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body now” [Et par meïsme le catel/Prent chi mon cors, il n’i a tel].’
30

 However, Silence shows 

that words with binding power are issued from the male mouth, and is able to escape 

Eufeme’s clutches. Tolmie argues that Eufeme’s speech, as representative of female speech, 

is closely related to deceptiveness, ‘a superimposition that is essentially interesting in the 

context of a poem deeply concerned with speech and silence.’
31

 Whilst Eufeme is held up as 

the opposite of Silence, particularly in the narrator’s conclusion, Silence’s speech does not 

conform to the male speech pattern this romance uses. It could be argued that Silence’s non-

dominant position is due to her youth rather than her anatomical gender, as characters such as 

both the Kings of England and France do not question her masculinity, but do use 

imperatives. Equally this could be interpreted as a comment on Silence’s social status, a 

young knight who is subject to the absolute sovereignty of the overlord. 

 The power of the King is made clear in the final scene, in which Ebain asks Silence to 

explain why she cross-dressed. Silence is also given a critical space to speak at the end of the 

romance, and although this passage has thirty-nine lines of unbroken direct speech, it can be 

considered less representative of speech power than the Malduit epilogue as it summarises the 

storyline with which the reader is already acquainted, adding no new information and again 

does not effect a change in plot or other characters (ll. 6590-628). In this scene, Silence has 

been stripped naked in front of the court, she speaks from the naked female body, and is now 

considered socially female by the other characters. Silence uses the passive voice for the 

majority of this passage, describing actions done to her through the agency of her father, the 

king or queen, and the closing lines of this speech ‘mark a surrender of self that is literalized 

with her subsequent silence.’
32

 

 

La vertés nel puet consenter 

Que jo vos puissce rien mentir,  

Ne jo n’ai soig mais de taisir. 

Faites de moi vostre plaisir (ll. 6625-8) 

 

[‘Truth does not permit me to keep anything from you, nor do I 

care to keep silent any longer. Do with me what you will’].
33

 

 

Ebain’s pleasure is to silence Silence in a figurative death of the knight she had been, and to 

redefine Silence as a female object in male feudal schemes. Once married, ‘she never speaks, 

or cross-dresses, again.’
34

 

 The metaphorical death of Silence the Knight, in the violent removal of the masculine 

suffix –us, has been predominantly interpreted as a defeat. Ryder and Zaerr suggest that the 

romance foreshadows non-realised deaths to normalise the conservative conclusion in which 

Silence’s power and identity are killed.
35

 For E. J. Burns, the removal of Silence’s masculine 

status is accomplished through the removal of clothing and language, where she is ‘reduced to 

body alone, to being just a body, a body without the powers of speech and thought or social 

recognition that are reserved in this stereotypically medieval scenario of femininity for the 

male, whose body also bears a head.’
36

 However, Kathleen Brahney argues that her accession 

to the highest female status position – queen – is a triumphant ending to the romance, which 

also brings gains for other women ‘as well since, because of his admiration for Silence, Ebain 

restores to all women the right to inherit.’
 37

 On the other hand, in terms of speech as a symbol 

of independence, free-will, and power, Silence’s marriage to Ebain coincides with what 

Tolmie has described as a ‘cascade of losses… she loses her disguise, her voice and her 

property to Ebain’.
38

 As a woman, Silence has to give up her voice, the inevitability of which 

was always present in her name. 
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 This does not go to say that the binary of speech/silence is directly equivalent to the 

male/female gender binary, as Silence’s name also represents the suppression of her natural 

female identity: she must keep silent in order to have adventures.
39

 Whilst Allen argues that 

‘masculine speech is power’ and feminine speech is ripped apart as is its representative Queen 

Eufeme, the praise attributed to Silence (or silence as a virtue, a possible reading based on the 

manuscript) does not give silence the same negative connotations that it currently holds.
40

 If 

‘sens de feme gist en taisir’ [women’s sense is in their silence] (l. 6398), then ‘Silence herself, 

so long able to taisir [keep silent], houses “women’s sense”.’
41

 Silence is held in direct 

opposition to the vilified Eufeme, whose use of language led to her execution. Silence is 

applauded for her ability to remain silent, which is as crucial to the gender realignment as it 

was to the performance of masculinity. 

 

Speech, Power, Gender 

As a text that plays with grammatical, social, and legal genders, it is not surprising that the 

language of the romance and its characters is gendered. The explicit use of Latin to highlight 

the linguistic possibilities of Old French frees Silence from gender distinct terms, allowing 

her to transcend the male/female binary. Heldris also uses language to disguise his character, 

in descriptors such as ‘li vallés qui est mescine’ [the boy who is a girl]. This foregrounds a 

masculine identity before immediately undermining it with a juxtaposed subordinate phrase, 

leaving Silence’s gender identity undefined. Silence as a gender-neutral character and name 

goes beyond the normal linguistic divides, not only of gender, but also of sound/silence. As 

Katherine Terrell eloquently describes it: ‘to speak the name Silence is to violate its 

meaning.’
42

 

 It is important to note that Silence gets the last words of direct speech in the romance, 

these lines providing a typical example of Silence’s normal interactions. She speaks in 

response to King Ebain’s proclamation overruling the ban on female inheritance, in support of 

the motion that the king has already decided to pass. Silence is nominally the provocateur for 

the retraction of the law, ‘“se que jo ferai por t’amor”’ [Ebain: “what I will do for love of 

you”], but does so non-directly, without explicitly requesting it (l. 6641). Silence’s response is 

short and sweet, as is her speech throughout the text, and this concise style of speech is why 

Silence’s silence is praised in the narrator’s conclusion.  

The gender implications of the term silence in Le Roman de Silence, both varied and 

interestingly nuanced, have provided an interesting topic of debate. Building on the breadth of 

previous scholarship on this thirteenth-century manuscript, several pairs of binaries have been 

explored in the context of how this text transgresses, supports, or questions them. Most 

obviously, the gender categories of male and female have been examined in terms of the 

gendered name Silence takes on, uses, and is reassigned in the conclusion. The use of Latin 

reveals the important grammatical truths that the classical language exposes which are 

otherwise hidden in the Old French. Silence, Scilentius, and Scilencia are all signifiers that do 

not accurately portray their signifiant, and this gap between spoken word and understanding is 

highlighted throughout the romance. Silence as a name suggests the inevitability of the 

conclusion, as well as the difficulty of enacting a gender identity, which necessitates the 

silencing of an alternative sexuality. In discussion of the Malduit episode, attention was 

drawn to the irony of a minstrel named Silence. Jongleury highlighted the everyday 

performance of Silence’s gender identity, but the lack of narrative space accorded to Silence’s 

performance created a character with unrealised potential in the eyes of the audience. Silence 

is relegated to a liminal space from which, as the speech analysis shows, Silence is denied 

both power and agency. The public voice of Malduit cannot be realised once Silence has been 

socially recognised as female. The minstrel’s voice is fully silenced in the conservative 

ending that gives speech and power to men in the public realm, leaving women silent in the 
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private sphere. Marriage to King Ebain linguistically castrates Scilentius, and figuratively 

kills the masculine personae by which she had been previously known. Silence must be 

silenced to stabilise her identity, to prevent the use of language from transcending boundaries 

and blurring binaries.  
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